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MONETARY GROWTH 'THEORY: CRITICISMS AND MODELS
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose
'The purpose of the present study is twofold: first to 
critically evaluate the present state of monetary growth 
theory and second to remove some of the shortcomings of this 
theory by suggesting alternative models.
Monetary growth theory is a new area of economic 
research. The last decade witnessed an ever increasing 
interest in the field of monetary growth theory and many 
theoretical economists attempted to investigate problems 
related to this field. It is not hard to find reasons for 
this trend. The pathbreaking articles of Solow (1956), Swan 
(1956), Tobin (1955) and the heavy research activity that 
these articles stimulated, initiated investigation of the 
fundamental theoretical issues associated with the problem of 
economic growth over time. Economists soon came to realize 
that real growth models, if they were to be theoretically 
sound and useful in economic policy decision-making, had to 
consider the very meaningful economic variable, money. The 
original stimulus for the birth of monetary growth theory 
having been provided by both theoretical and apolied con­
siderations was reinforced by the appropriate responses of 
very talented economists who found that sphere an appealing
1
2field for theoretical, and empirical research. Today, 
monetary growth theory has evolved to become an independent 
area of research for the economic specialist.
It is not the purpose of this dissertation to survey 
the area of monetary growth theory, thougn such a survey 
might be valuable and contributing. Instead, the author 
proposes a slightly more ambitious undertaxing, as indicated 
above, i.e., to provide a critique of the present trends in 
monetary growth theory and then proceed in building alter­
native models. For this purpose, a convenient point of 
departure is the Stein article (1970) which presents the 
main issues and results of the research activity in the area 
of monetary growth theory during the last decade.
Scope
Monetary growth theory covers a rather wide range of 
questions of both theoretical and practical significance. 
There are however some very basic questions that formulate 
the core of monetary growth theory. These basic questions 
and the tentative answers to tnese questions provided in the 
economic literature have been skillfully surveyed in Stein's 
article (1970), It is the basic questions and methods of 
approach of monetary growth theory as interpreted by Stein 
(1970) that define the scope of this dissertation. Though 
such a scope is not precisely defined, it is sufficiently 
defined for the purpose of this dissertation. Part I of this 
dissertation consists of a critique of monetary growth theory.
3The scope of this critique includes both criticisms of 
Stein’s article (1970) already available in the economic 
literature as well as additional ones suggested by the 
author. With respect to the models of monetary growth 
theory presented in Part II of this dissertation, their 
scope is limited to static and dynamic models of the intro­
duction of money in a barter economy. Economists have come 
to realize that stochastic models describe the real world 
more faithfully than the deterministic ones, but the con­
struction of stochastic models presents many conceptual 
difficulties which are due to the fact that the study of 
uncertainty is at its infancy in economics. Hence, the 
scope of this dissertation is not extended to include the 
construction of dynamic stochastic models of the introduction 
of money in a barter economy.
Methodology
It is particularly interesting to discuss the method of 
approach followed in this dissertation. In Part I, the 
critique of monetary growth theory follows the methodology 
of positive economics. The theoretical constructions of 
monetary growth theory are critically evaluated by the 
utilitarian approach^ to economic theory, where emphasis is 
given to the ability of these constructions to adequately
Ipor some interesting comments of the utilitarian 
approach to economics, see for example Georgescu-Roegen
(1 9 6 6), pp. 3 - 1 6.
4represent the real world. The same approach motivated the 
development of the models of Part II. In particular, in all 
four models, synthesis, solvability and realism compose the 
very essence of the methodology followed. All models are 
general equilibrium models, with consumer and producer 
behavior derived from utility and profit maximization. In 
addition, all models are not only presented and analyzed but 
also a set of solutions is obtained to allow for comparisons 
with the economic reality. Finally, both varieties of 
static as well as dynamic models appear to represent the two 
most often used methods of approach in economics.
The Importance of Additional Work in this Area 
The modern approach to science is undoubtedly the 
utilitarian approach. In accordance with this spirit, the 
importance of the present research in the field of monetary 
growth theory stems from the fact that there are many 
unsolved issues in this area. These issues demand solutions 
and unless additional research is done, solutions cannot be 
obtained. Furthermore, additional research in the area of 
monetary growth theory is of particular significance to the 
economic theorist who is interested in expanding human 
knowledge, regardless whether such knowledge is motivated by 
practical considerations or not. In this respect, the 
importance of further research is due to the fact that a 
theoretical integration is needed between real growth theory 
and monetary theory.
PART I
MONETARY GROWTH THEORY: CRITICISMS
CHAPTER II 
A CRITIQUE OP MONETARY GROWTH THEORY
One of the most intellectually exciting problems that 
has attracted the attention of economic theorists the last 
decade or so is the introduction of money in real growth 
models. This problem arose naturally because economic growth 
theorists recognized that the exclusion of money from growth 
models was a temporary simplification rather than a permanent 
omission.
Prom a less abstract and theoretically formal stand­
point, the question of introducing money in real growth 
models may be reformulated to read: what is the role of
money in a growing economy? This reformulation is obviously 
dictated by the utilitarian approach to science, which, if it 
is interpreted in the present case, will mean that monetary 
growth models are built for the purpose of shedding some 
light on matters of monetary policy in modern growing 
economies. Thus monetary growth theory has a largely over­
lapping dual role: first, to construct a theoretical frame­
work which would allow for a meaningful integration of 
monetary theory and real growth theory, and second, to
6
7provide meaningful suggestions on questions of monetary 
policy.
It could safely be argued that monetary growth theory 
started with the significant article of Tobin (1955)» The 
decade 195#-6^, with the exception of Hahn's article (1961), 
was rather sterile in this area of economic research. 
However, in the last five years, several powerful articles 
have appeared in the economic literature.^ Professor Stein 
(197 0) presented an excellent analysis of the techniques
used in the literature in attacking questions of monetary 
2
growth theory. His paper may be considered to be a methodo­
logical essay on the techniques of monetary growth models^ 
and his purpose is, presumably, to intensify "the rivalry of 
scholars" which will "increase wisdom." Professor Stein's 
(19 7 0) "main conclusion is that equally plausible models 
yield fundamentally different results," (p. 85), and he ends 
by asking: "the crucial question is: which is the correct
monetary growth model?" (p. 105). It is the opinion of the 
present author that the techniques used so far in monetary
iThe interested reader is referred to the Journal of 
Money, Credit and Banking, Volume I, No. 2, May 19&9, which 
is entirely devoted to the Proceedings of the Conference on 
Money and Economic Growth, June 17-19, 1968. The literature 
cited at the end of the articles published in the journal 
includes almost all major articles in monetary growth theory.
less rigorous presentation of Professor Stein's ideas 
on the same topic could be found in Stein (19 6 9).
3por an interesting discussion of the concepts "model" 
and "theory", see Nagel (1961), Specter (1965) and DeShon
(1970).
8growth theory are not fully appropriate and that the crucial 
question is: what alternative techniques might yield more
“interesting and useful" results?
Before such an alternative technique is proposed one 
must, to maintain continuity, discuss briefly the techniques 
employed so far in monetary growth theory and criticisms 
that have been made of them. Once this is done, the author 
will present some additional criticisms common to the 
techniques used so far, which have not been widely recognized 
by monetary growth theorists. On the grounds of the 
criticisms by the author in this chapter, a new approach will
be outlined. The main purpose of this chapter, however, is
not the detailed construction of a new technique,^ but the 
presentation of some critical comments about the nature of 
the techniques of monetary growth theory as illustrated in 
Stein's (1970) article.
Professor Stein (1969, 1970) distinguished between the 
neoclassical approach and the Keynes-Wicksell approach to 
monetary growth theory,^ With respect to the neoclassical 
approach. Professor Stein derives in a very elegant way
equation (11) which describes the time rate of change of the
capital intensity.6 Certain modifications of this equation
^This is the topic of Chapters III and IV,
^Actually, Professor Stein states three different 
approaches, but he goes on to critically evaluate only the 
two approaches mentioned above. See Stein (1970), p, 85.
^This equation reads Dfe hfe-C [ + p(.-h)].
9follow suggested mainly by the work of Johnson (196?) and 
the work of Levhari and Patinkin (1968). The latter half of 
Stein's article (1970) is devoted to the discussion of the 
Keynes-Wicksell approach. The fundamental equation of this 
section is equation (30).? For both approaches Professor 
Stein succeeds in demonstrating very logically the essence 
of these models, although his basic tool is the single 
differential equation -- as opposed to the two differential
Q
equations -- system.
Both approaches have been criticized in the monetary 
growth theory literature and Professor Stein is most 
certainly aware of these criticisms. More specifically,
Marty (1966, 1969) has raised several valuable criticisms on 
the neoclassical approach to monetary growth theory. In 
particular, the neoclassical growth model assumptions of; 
a 'well behaved' two input —  capital and labor -- production 
function; savings being a constant proportion of disposable 
income; the rate of capital formation being identically 
equal to planned savings, i.e., no independent investment 
function; the markets being always in equilibrium regardless 
of price changes; nonexistence of a tradeoff between inflation
^This equation reads Dp = ^  N(t)) " p(t) l. (fe, pu-h)j
For the detailed derivation of both equations, the reader is 
referred to the Stein (1970) article.
Q
The two differential equations system approach for 
the neoclassical growth model may be found for instance in 
Nagatani (1970) and for the Keynes-Wicksell growth model in 
Stein (1 9 6 6).
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and unemployment; all these among other assumptions are 
indeed very restrictive.^
With respect to the Keynes-Wicksell approach, Professor 
Hahn (1969) has criticized it on the grounds that "one has 
in the present state of knowledge, great latitude in the 
construction of disequilibrium models; that is one of the 
reasons why they are so unattractive, and so a great variety 
of results can be produced" (p. 186). Also, Burmeister and 
Dobell (1970) seem to agree with Hahn.^^ One has, however, 
to also state that Hahn (1969) believes that ". . . the 
picture (in the case of disequilibrium models) does not look 
as bleak as it does when continuous equilibrium is a 
requirement" (p. l86).^^
Critics have gone a little further in criticizing 
monetary growth theory. Not only each approach —  i.e., 
neoclassical and Keynes-Wicksell —  seems to be defective 
for reasons of the nature stated above, but also both of 
them seem to have some common methodological errors. If it 
is accepted that the theoretical motivation of monetary 
growth theory is the construction of a model of the intro-
?Marty (1969) p. 2$2.
^^Burmeister and Dobell (1970) p. 166.
l^This statement with Hahn's overall criticisms of the 
neoclassical model in Hahn (1969) do not necessarily 
imply Stein's (1970) assertion on footnote 20 stating that 
Hahn "also seems to lean in a Keynes-Wicksell approach."
11
duotion of money into a barter e c o n o m y , t h e n  both approaches 
are intellectually inappropriate for the nature of such a 
task. The reason is rather simple. Both approaches 
implicitly assume a given, constant financial structure of 
the economy. As Professor Marty (1969) has argued ". . . no 
attempt is made to answer fundamental questions concerning 
the way a money economy develops, the optimal degree of 
financial intermediation, and its impact on the savings- 
investment process, the nature and classification of financial 
innovations —  a subject which in comparison with the state 
of analysis of technical change is a terra incognita of 
economics" (p. 253)* Thus, monetary growth models do not 
actually show the introduction of money in a barter economy, 
and do not show the relationship between a barter economy 
and a monetary economy. According to Marty (1968) in 
monetary growth models "a barter economy is one in which 
the stock of real cash balances has been reduced to
A distinction is made between "introduction of money 
in real growth models" and "construction of a model of the 
introduction of money in a barter economy," For the former 
there is need only for a consistent money growth model; for 
the latter there is need for a model of the economy as a 
barter and as a money economy. In constructing a model of 
the introduction of money in a barter economy one does not 
intend to actually describe the process, institutional and 
otherwise, through which a barter economy is transformed 
into a monetary one. What is really meant here by the 
introduction of money in a barter economy is a study in 
comparative dynamics; an analysis of the barter economy 
at a given period of time and an analogous analysis of the 
same economy after it has been monetized by a process which 
is not the object of study.
12
negligibility by a sufficiently rapid inflation and not sm 
economy in which money has not yet been introduced.” (p. 868), 
All the above criticisms are very valuable. However, 
monetary growth theory as presented in Stein's (1970) 
article could further be criticized along the following 
methodological lines. What both monetary growth theorists 
and monetary growth critics have failed to recognize so 
far is that a meaningful integration of real growth theory 
and monetary theory could only be achieved if the integrated 
theory is constructed under a set of assumptions consistent 
with both constituent t h e o r i e s . T h e  nonrigorous state of 
monetary theory has influenced monetary growth theorists to 
attempt an integration by leaning very heavily on the 
assumptions of real growth theory. There is very little 
doubt that monetary growth theory is primarily an extension 
of real growth theory along its methodological lines, rather 
than a meaningful integration of both theories under common 
assumptions. However, an integration of real growth theory 
and monetary theory along the assumptions and the methodology 
substantially of the former is neither practically interesting
3ln his research, the author has failed in finding any 
published work in the area that could broadly speaking be 
called "integration of theories,” or "integration of systems.” 
The discipline of mathematics offers a number of such 
"integrations,” for instance, analytical geometry, algebraic 
topology, algebraic probability, etc. In general, the 
problem may be formulated as follows; given the axioms, 
definitions and theorems of a theory or system, say A, and 
the axioms, definitions and theorems of theory B, how would 
the scientist construct a theory C by combining or integrating 
theories A and B?
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nor theoretically sound. From the practical standpoint, 
monetary growth theory is not interesting because it can 
offer very few monetary policy recommendations. The 
neutrality and non-neutrality theorems of monetary growth 
theory do not lead to monetary policy formulations. This 
is to be expected due to the theoretical weaknesses of 
monetary growth theory as presented in Stein’s (1970) article.
The weakness of monetary growth theory is due to the 
methodological error of attempting to integrate it with real 
growth theory without careful consideration of the assumptions 
of these two theories. More specifically, any monetary 
theory is constructed on at least one of two basic assumptions:
(a) there exists an economy with at least three goods, or
(b) there exists uncertainty in the economy. Unfortunately, 
monetary growth tneory ignores these two necessary assumptions; 
thus Stein's (1970) article describing the introduction of 
money in a real economy that does not satisfy these two 
assumptions has no solid theoretical foundations. Since 
monetary growth theory has not been criticized along these 
methodological lines in the available literature, it might
be helpful to discuss in some detail the nature of the 
inconsistent foundations of monetary growth theory.
If monetary growth theory is to study the introduction 
of money in a barter economy, it is necessary to start with 
a barter economy. Unfortunately, both the neoclassical and
Ik
the Keynes-Wicksell models are one-good m o d e l s . O b v i o u s l y ,  
such models could not describe a barter economy. It seems 
rather unnecessary to indicate that for a barter economy to 
exist more than one good needs to be produced, among other 
things of course. As a matter of fact, two goods are not 
sufficient to define a barter economy which would be con­
structed for the purpose of introducing money later on. The 
reason is rather simple: in a two good economy the double
coincidence of wants occurs very naturally and there seems 
to be no necessity for a medium of exchange, i.e., money. 
Thus, Stein’s (1970) argument for introducing money in one 
good models on the grounds that "if there were no medium of 
exchange, then the inefficiencies of a barter economy would 
result" (p. 90) is both logically and economically incorrect. 
On logical grounds it is incorrect because it is inconsistent 
with the foundations of any monetary theory; economically.
l^Pigou (1935) has long ago suggested that there exists 
no need for money in a one good economy. For possible 
interpretations of this view see Kuenne (19&3),
^^Stein (1970) in footnote 7 presents a rather uncon­
vincing argument on the way a one-sector model could remove 
the complications of a multi-sector model. If his argument 
were correct, there would be no need in studying multi­
sector growth models. For the significance of multi-sector 
analysis see Morishima (1969). This is not however to be 
interpreted that one-sector models are unimportant for real 
growth theory; they simply are inappropriate for monetary 
growth theory, for reasons presented in this paper. In 
particular, in order to act as if the economy produced a 
single good we would have to assume that the relative 
quantities as well as the relative prices of a vector of 
goods are fixed. In this case the problems of barter would 
be far less than under less restrictive assumptions.
15
it could not be argued that a one-good economy suffers from 
inefficiency. Generally speaking, it might be conjectured 
that monetary growth theorists have paid very little attention 
to the economics of a barter economy and that they tried 
very hurriedly to introduce money in real growth models, 
justifying such a step by the axiom that barter of any sort 
is inefficient.^^ Once money has been introduced into a 
real, i.e., one-good economy rather than a barter economy 
on the basis of the above axiom, then because of the fact 
that a barter economy was not constructed, theorists had to 
rely extensively on their intuition of a monetary economy 
and asked questions that their models were not suitable for 
answering.
Furthermore, monetary growth theory has paid very
17little attention to uncertainty. If the three traditional 
functions of money are accepted, i.e., money being a (i) 
measure of value, (ii) medium of exchange, and (iii) store 
of value, then it could safely be argued that an economy 
with perfect certainty is inconsistent with the third 
function of money. Money fulfils its third function as a 
store of value if and only if there is uncertainty about the
l^It is interesting to note that social scientists have 
seriously questioned the validity of the statement that 
money was introduced historically because of the 
inefficiencies of a barter economy. See for instance Polanyi 
(1957).
^ÎThe role of uncertainty is very lucidly presented in 
Shackle (196?).
16
1 Q
future in an economy. If there is perfect certainty in 
the economy, then money is simply a measure of value and a
I Q
medium of exchange. These two functions alone may not
yield interesting results, in the sense that classical
economists viewed money as simply being a "veil". Consider
for instance an economy and assume perfect certainty. On
what economic justification would individuals hold cash
balances? Professor Rosenstein-Rodan (1936) has long ago
provided an answer by stating that "in an economy without
’frictions' where everybody foresaw with perfect certainty
his tastes, income, future prices and the dates as well as
the size of his purchases, nobody would keep a cash balance" 
PO
(p, 2 7 1), Thus he reaches the conclusion that "a state 
of general foresight and the existence of money . . . are 
mutually incompatible" (p. 272), Of course. Professor 
Rosenstein-Rodan (1936) attempted to build the foundations 
for a meaningful integration of the theories of price and 
money, and one may argue that economic theory has greatly
^^Definitions of the three functions of money may be 
found in Rosenstein-Roden (1936), p, 259,
^*^This follows from the definition suggested by 
Rosenstein-Rodan (1936), p, 259,
^^Rosenstein-Rodan's views are very similar to Hicks' 
views. They both argued that money is meaningless in a 
static general equilibrium model, Marget and Kuenne on the 
other hand hold an opposite view. For an interesting dis­
cussion of these and other economists' views on whether 
money and static general equilibrium theory are consistent 
see Kuenne (I9 6 3 ), Chapter 5»
17
21progressed since then. Monetary growth theorists recently
are attempting to integrate real growth theory and monetary
theory and they should raise the methodological question
whether the introduction of money in real growth models is
compatible with stationary states. There seems to be very
little doubt that the framework of real growth models,
although dynamic, does not emphasize uncertainty, a condition
which may be sina qua non for any meaningful monetary theory*
It is true that monetary growth theory has incorporated a
22
simple price expectations function. The motivation, 
however behind the introduction of this function is not the 
detailed study of the implications of uncertainty. The 
price expectations function has been chosen according to 
Stein (1970) in such a way that it "is both a stabilizing 
influence and is consistent with the steady state solution"
(p. 8 9).
Having presented some general methodological criticisms 
of modern monetary growth theory, a brief answer will be
ZlThere is very little doubt that economic theory has 
progressed since 1936. It might be interesting, however, to 
note that the integration of static price theory and monetary 
theory on the one hand, and the integration of real growth 
theory and monetary theory on the other hand, seem to raise 
some of the same fundamental methodological issues. It is 
hoped that economists have learned something from the famous 
"Patinkin Controversy" and that the recent efforts of 
integrating real growth theory and monetary theory will avoid 
another analogous controversy,
pp
The nature of expectation and uncertainty is very 
carefully discussed in Georgescu-Roegen's (1958) classic 
article. See also, Hicks (19^6).
18
provided in the remainder of this chapter to the question
already asked above, i.e., what alternative techniques might
yield "interesting” results
It is the opinion of the author that a stochastic,
25
dynamic, general equilibrium approach to monetary growth 
theory might yield more interesting results in the sense of 
taking into consideration the various criticisms raised above* 
Such a task is by no means easy. A great synthesis of var-
p/
ious branches of economic theory will be required. Such 
a synthesis will have to start with a static general 
equilibrium approach to a barter economy with more than two
^The insufficiency of criticisms in attacking well 
established paradigms is presented in Kuhn (1970). For an 
overall view of the structure of scientific revolutions in 
economics see Goats (1969).
^Professor Stein’s (1970) paper has actually a misleading 
title. What the reader is lead to understand is that monetary 
growth, theory has been developed only along the lines of the 
neoclassical growth model and the Keynes-Wicksell model. This 
is not however true. There are at least two additional papers 
in the area of monetary growth theory that have used entirely 
different techniques. See for instance, Drandakis (1966) and 
Shapley (I96I4.). As a matter of fact, the approach suggested 
by the author could be considered as an extension of that 
followed by Drandakis (I9 6 6 ), Furthermore, Friedman (1969) 
has also contributed in the area of monetary growth theory.
^^Professor Hahn (1 9 6 9) has suggested an alternative 
technique to monetary growth theory. He called it a "Monetary 
Debreu.” Since Professor Hahn did not explain what he under­
stands by "Monetary Debreu," no comparisons could be made 
between his suggested technique and the one suggested in this 
paper. It could safely be argued however, that there are 
probably more similarities than dissimilarities between Hahn's 
approach and the author's approach. See also Hahn (1965)o
pL
The role of synthesis, among other concepts, has been 
illustrated in Caws (I9 6 9 ).
19
coinmodltiea. In such an economy, the introduction of money 
can theoretically be explained by viewing it as a producer
and consumer good* The static monetary general equilibrium
27
construction will have to be followed by a dynamic model 
to account for the use of money as a store of value.
Finally, uncertainty will need to be built in the dynamic
28general equilibrium approach to the barter economy, 
generalizing the dynamic model into a stochastic dynamic 
monetary general equilibrium model.,
29
It is hoped that once a, barter economy with at least 
three goods and uncertainty is constructed and then money is 
introduced in it, a meaningful integration of real growth 
theory and monetary theory will be achieved and the role of 
money in a growing monetary economy will be revealed. Having 
such a great task ahead of us, one has to agree with Stein 
(19 6 9) who states "research in this exciting field has just 
begun" (p. 1 3 6).
^'^See, for instance, Morishima (1969)0
^ O
For a valuable contribution in the area of general 
equilibrium with uncertainty, the reader is referred to 
Borch (19 6 8) and the references cited at the end of his 
paper. See also Radner (1970).
^^Nothing more than a hope can be expressed at this 
stage. There is always the fear that a synthesis of the 
nature suggested above may prove to be fruitless. See 
Kuhn (1 9 7 0), in particular pp. 77-91.
PART II
MONETARY GROWTH THEORY: MODELS
CHAPTER III 
MODELS I AND II
In this chapter two basic models are presented: model
I and model II. Model I is a static, barter, general 
equilibrium model^ and model II is a static, monetary, 
general equilibrium model. The two models are closely 
related since model I has been constructed to accommodate 
the introduction of money in a barter economy. The results 
of introducing money in a barter economy are analyzed in 
model II and the similarities and dissimilarities of a barter 
and monetary, static economy are revealed by inspecting the 
solutions of these two models. In what follows, model I 
will first be developed and a set of solutions will be 
obtained; the discussion and presentation of a set of solutions 
of model II will follow; finally some interpreting remarks 
will be made.
Model I is an extension of a model presented in Brems 
(1968, Chapter 25)* Model I differs from Brems* model 
however in one crucial way: it has three outputs instead of
only two. The need for extending Brems' model to include 
a third output is motivated by the Intention of using model 
I to introduce money in it.
21
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Model I
The notation used in this model la the following:
Variables
Q| = i^^ output consumed by person; i = 1,2 ,3 , j = 1 ,2
= price of i^^ output
P)c < pL “ price of capital and price of labor, respectively
Uj = utility to the person 
= i^^ output
K[ = capital absorbed by i^^ output 
L- = labor absorbed by i^^ output 
'Kj - income of person 
Parameters
A = elasticity of utility with respect to X-,
B = elasticity of utility with respect to
C  ~ elasticity of utility with respect to
= elasticity of i^^ output with respect to capital
= elasticity of i^^ output with respect to labor
K = total available quantity of capital
L  = total available quantity of labor
The production functions of the model are of the Cobb- 
Douglas form described in equations (1) - (3 ),
(1) X, .  k" ’ L^' , X ,>0,<,>0, L ,>D  , = 1
(2) I<r  ^ K^>0,L,>D , 1
(3) X 3 = C I - 3 ’ , X,>D, k;>0, L, Xo , 0<Uj,X,<l^
23
It Is interesting to note that constant returns to scale 
are assumed. The restriction that all variables should be 
strictly greater than zero is required by the fact that 
divisions by zero are not allowed.
Assume that firms seek to maximize their profits under 
conditions of perfect competition. Equations (4) - (9) 
represent the first order conditions of an unconstrained 
perfect competitive maximization of profits.
(4) P -
U,
k,
X,
(5) •Pl-
1^
Li
X,
(6) p. =. P,.
■Uz
Xz
(7) P - Pz
k
L.
K
(8)
PK-=
K 3
-Ï,
(9) - P3
L,
■ X3
It is useful at this point to attempt to apply Euler's 
Theorem to the distributive shares. Such an application is 
both economically useful and algebraically convenient. 
Equations (1|.) - (9) are used to derive the distributive 
shares equations. Rearrange (I4.) and (5) and add them to 
obtain equation (i|.a). Repeat the process for equations (6 ) 
and (7 ) to obtain equation (6a) and for equations (8 ) and 
(9 ) to obtain equation (6a),
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(4a) Pi = py,  ^ pL Pj-i 
(6a) Kg t p,
( 8a.) P3 X3 - pH Kj + pL K3
All the above analysis refers to the production aspects
of the model* The consumption aspects are considered next.
Assume that there are two consumers. The number of
consumers could be increased to more than two with only
notational complications. No loss of generality is suffered
2
from the present treatment* Let both consumers have the 
same utility function which for reasons of the solvability 
of the model is assumed to be of the Cobb-Douglas form.
u., = c,^ Cjf C„ 0 < A , B, C < 1
4  d < a , b ,c < i
In the present model it is assumed that all income is spent 
on consumption* This assumption is not very restrictive for 
a static model like the present one* In models III and IV 
of Chapter IV, the "no savings" assumption is dropped* The 
budget constraints for the two persons are:
Y, = P,C„ + P.C„ +
X. ■ ^  '*■ 3^ ^ 31
2por an illustration of the case where more than two 
consumers are considered see Stephens' article (1970)# 
Although Professor Stephens analyzes questions of inflation 
and unemployment that are not directly related to the 
questions of this chapter, the consumption aspects of his 
paper (1970) are similar to the ones discussed above*
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Constrained utility maximization yields the following demand 
functions:
(10) =
(11) =
(1 2) C31 =
(1 3) ^ 12. "
(14) C,2.2
Yi A
Pi Ai6tC
Yi 6
P. A-+B+C
Yi C
P3 A + B+C
Yi A
Pi Af&tC
Yi B
A + B
Yi c
" % 4+B+C
Three final aspects of the model need to be considered: 
personal incomes, equilibrium in input markets and equilibrium 
in output markets.
To simplify the solvability of the model, assume that 
one individual is the capitalist and the other the worker. 
Personal incomes then are described by equations (16) and 
(17).
(16) Y, = X
(17) p, L
Equations (I8 ) and (19) refer to the equilibrium 
condition in the input markets.
(1 8 ) K =
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(19) L  - l-T -t- + L,
Finally, equilibrium in the output markets is described 
as follows:
(20)
(21) - 2^.1 "+ ^11
(21a) X3 -
Note that equation (21a) implies that equilibria in X\ and 
force equilibrium in X3 Thus (21a) is not necessary 
as an independent condition.
The model as described consists of 21 equations and 22 
unknowns. The unknowns are: , K, , K% , Kj ,
X, , ^2^ , X3 , » P3 » p); * pL » f » [31 »
^11 * ' ^32 * X  X  • pL the Walrasian
numeraire. In what follows, a set of solutions is presented 
and discussed.
To solve for and kg use equations
(i|.a), (6a), (8a), (1 0 ) - (1 5 ) and (2 0 ) - (21a) to obtain:
^To demonstrate that Walras' law holds true, combine 
equations (iia), (6a), (6a), (16), (1 7 ), (I8 ) and (19) and
obtain P,X, + PJ, > P,X, - Y, tY,
Furthermore, combine equations (10) - (15), use equations
(20) and (21) to obtain
which directly implies X_ = + Ci. , i.e., equation
(21a). ^
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From profit maximization conditions, i.e., equations (i*.) - 
(9) obtain:
Ps _ 1—'1 _ Li L'5
P*- Ai Ki /V Ki Aj K_3
Use the above with equations (18) and (19) to find
(2 2) i AAi L
AAi + BAz+C/ij
(23)  ^ . BAz L
Ay’ll + E’/li + (-Ai
(24) L 3 = ... .P'3 ....
Ayli + tCjj3
L
(2 2 ) K _ Aui , K
Au^  + B Uj^ +Cuj
(26) K, - BUa
Au., f BUa +C%
k
(27) K, C
Aw-. •+ 3u'2,+LU)
.K
Direct insertion of input solutions, i.e
(27) into the production functions, i.e., equations (I) - (3) 
gives the solutions for outputs:
(28) K, =
(29) X,
AKUi
1 A w 1 +6u2t Cw}
A D i
6Ljz
■/3
I____
(30) X J   f' I ILk-. .
lAu,+ 6u^+Cuj J i A^ 11
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The solutions of relative prices follow. As it was 
indicated above, the price of labor, j) , has been chosen 
to be the numeraire. Use equations (i^ ) - (9) and equations 
(2 2 ) - (3 0 ) to obtain:
(31) P.
PL
L  (Aui + BwztCuj) 
K ( A )', + 6 /L 4Qj)
(32) Pl
1 (All, + Buzf Cui) L
P. /'-A'  ^(A ^1 + K
(33) P. 1 ( Au, + B'U’i + Cus) L.
Pu A.»' K
(34) P5 1 ( AUit Buz+Cu)) L
p. _ (Aji+ Bjz + Q)) k
'U.
The solutions of consumption are very simple to obtain. 
Direct insertion of equations (I6 ) and (17) and equations 
(3 1) - (3I1) into equations (10) - (15) yields the following 
results :
(35) C,.= -AK.'11
(37) C31 -
A4B+C
A4 B+C
CK 
A+ B+C
•i'i'
(39) C, BL‘il A+B+C
f Aui + BuztCuj\ _ L • ; 1
\ A Ai + G) /I2 + Qj J K J
A Au H:B w  ^+ Cu5\ L 1
AlYi+^+c,)) J K 1J
~f A Hi +BUi+Cu,\ L
.. Aj^ i  ^ +^),i K 1.J
I A^ i 4 6 ^2 \
. A _
'./Hf
_ \ Aui+ 6 viz iCU) / L J
"/ A^ i t6L+Cb\ k -I VI2.
_\ AU| tBUz+Cue,/ L
.J
u:i>
A t B Æ
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A..
Au^i BUjf C.U3 / L
For the model to be completed the solutions of and 
are needed. These solutions are presented below in 
equations (i+l) and (i|,2). Combine equations (16) and (17) 
where and Y  are defined with equation (3 1 ) to obtain:
(14-1 ) __Y_ _ ( AVi + Buz +Cu'3 , L
R_ \ "*■ + Q )  /
(4 2 ) Y  _ L
a
Model II
The presentation of model II requires some additional 
notation. Notation that has already been introduced in model 
I will not be repeated again. Only new notation is presented 
below.
Variables
~ money considered as an input and absorbed by the i^^ 
output; i = 1,2,3 
Ja>; = money considered as an output and demanded by the
-3
j person; j = 1,2 
= the price of money viewed as a consumer's good^
= the price of money viewed as a producer's good^
4-»^The reader may interpret the price of money to be 
what is commonly called an "interest rate", rather than the 
reciprocal of a price index. Money in the present model 
has a more meaningful function than simply being a medium 
of exchange (in which case its price would be the reciprocal 
of a price index).
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Parameters
= total supply of money available
= elasticity of utility with respect to money viewed
as a consumer's good 
Cl = proportion of the total money supply held by person
1
j^ - = elasticity of i^^ output with respect to money as a
producer's good 
The production functions of model II are similar to 
those of model I with one basic difference. In model II, 
money^ is introduced in the production function to express 
the function of money as a producer good. The theoretical 
foundations of this function of money will be discussed in 
the last section of this chapter. Mathematically, to express 
the function of money as a producer good is sufficient to 
introduce it in the production functions of the model. This 
is done presently by considering real cash balances as an 
input in the production functions below.
(44) 4 =  Kj ^
(45) ( y f  ! X)>0,K3>D, L,>0
As in model I, also in model II, constant returns to scale
^In what follows "money" and "real cash balances" are 
used interchangebly.
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are assumed. Furthermore, assume that firms seek to maximize 
profits under conditions of perfect competition. The first 
order conditions of an unconstrained perfect competitive 
maximization of profits are presented in the following 
equations :
(i^ 6
(47
(48
(49
(50
(51
(52
(53
(54
pk. " ^
PL .
pM = ^
Pl -- Pj 1 ^  '*^
L-1
D P X
Pl - ^ ■ P'
L'i
P« • P •»>
In a similar way as in model I, Euler's equations are 
obtained for convenience in deriving the algebraic solutions 
of model II.
(46a) p X, = lCi t p, t-
(49a) = p, K;. + p. U  P
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(S2a) f L, +
Having presented the production aspects of model II, 
empnasis is given next to the consumption side. Model II is 
based on assumptions similar to those of model I; more 
specifically it is assumed that there are two consumers 
having the same utility function which is of the Cobb-Douglas 
form. An important difference, however, needs to be pointed 
out. Money is introduced in the utility function to account 
for the hypothesis that real cash balances function as a 
consumer good. The utility functions with the budget 
constraints are presented below.
y,= p,c„ ► ' p,c„ , f N
To obtain the demand function of model II, maximize utility 
under the above constraints,
(5$) = -ÏL.. d .....
Pi A+ B+Cfp
($6) L,,  _ÇL____
& D
(57) C 31 =JYL
F3 Â t B + C 10
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(58) K i Yi J ) ____
P<- P. A + 6 1 C + |)
(59) f .. Yi
'  " P
A
' 4 +b t  Cf'p
(60) r 'Y 13
P. At 6 t C f p
(61) (■ .  Y 
P
C
A T B t- C 1- D
(62) . Yi ....................
P4 A t C 4 D
For the model to be completed, a definition of personal 
incomes is necessary and the equilibrium conditions need to 
be stated. First consider the personal incomes.
(6 3 ) : pK K f a  ^-~--j
(61t) |\ L t (1-a) (-ii j
As in model I, equations (6 3 ) and (6^J show that the first 
person is assumed to be the capitalist, while the second is
assumed to be the worker. An important difference, however,
should be noted. Equations (6 3 ) and (6qJ differ from 
equations (16) and (17) because they contain an additional 
term. This term reveals that the initial stock of real 
cash balances has been distributed between the two persons 
according to some fixed proportion 0- •
The equilibrium conditions in the input markets are 
stated in equations (65) - (6 7 ).
3^ .
(66) ^i* '— 1" !—
(67) Æ _  M l ,  M
P^  P- Pl p.
Furthermore* equations (68) - (70) describe equilibrium 
conditions in output markets*
(68) ^
(69) 2. -  ^2.1 Ql
(69a) T Lp_
(70) ,
p. PL Pu
Equation (69a) simply indicates that equilibria in tha 
output markets and would automatically force 
equilibrium on output market Xj * Thus equation (69a) doea 
not add any necessary information for the solution of the 
model*
Finally, some emphasis is given to the money market* 
Equations (71) and (72) describe the equilibrium conditions 
in the money market. They indicate that total supply of real 
cash balances is equal to the demand of real cash balances 
by the production sector where money is viewed as an input, 
plus the demand of real cash balances demanded by the con­
sumer sector, where money is viewed as a consumption good.
H t M X
(71) . - fT-'- -p--
(72) P4 = p.
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Note that equation (72) implies that the price of real 
cash balances in a state of equilibrium is equated to the
7
rate of return of real cash balances.
The model presented in equations (i|.3) - (72) consists 
of 30 equations and 3I unknowns. The unknowns are; ,
, L, , K, , K % , Kj , M ,  , M l , Mj , X, , ^  ^  ,
Pl ♦ P) ' P4 * fit » pL * pM » '^ 1 » V  » 1^1 » PlZ • »
P-zi » C 31 » C31 » Mf » > M  » M  • Let be the
Û
Walrasian numeraire. In what follows, a set of solutions of 
the model is presented with an indication of the algebraic 
manipulations involved.
To obtain the solutions of  ^ and
perform the same algebraic operations as in the real 
model I. The introduction of money in model II leaves these 
solutions unaffected. More specifically they are:
(73) = _________   L
?Note that the interest rate that producers pay for 
using money need not be the same as the interest rate that 
consumers pay for using money in cases where the economic 
system is off equilibrium. Equation (72) however forces the 
equality of the two interest rates as an equilibrium condition.
®The use of the price of labor, i.e., wage rate, as a 
numeraire for model II is consistent with both the Keynesian 
tradition and the derivation of meaningful results. For 
suppose that the wage rate was allowed to vary; then the units 
of the economy motivated by utility maximization considerations 
would attempt to increase the real quantities of economic 
goods by reducing the wage rate. This would imply that 
utility maximization would eventually drive the wage rate to 
zero; such an effect is obviously unobservable in economic 
reality.
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(741 Li CL -  , ■ L
A  ] 1 + 6 > ^ 2 . +  C.^3
(75) L.^  L.______ .C.2/!_  L
A jit GjztCji
(76) . ......Aj^ i...._ , K
A U ' i  t  9>Uz. +  (- Lf)
(77) =  —  , K
Atf, + B'Ui t Cu^
(7 8 ) K g , ......... Çi.y!......... k
A w ,  +  0 1 ^ 2 . +  Ciiji
For the solutions of money as an input, some preliminary 
algebraic steps are necessary.
Use Euler's equations (46a), (49a) and (52a) and perform 
the necessary algebraic computations to obtain:
( Pk K, + p, L, + p,^  -j) = AC ( pK + Pk U  T )
= kjt p,L, + i^ i)
Also from equations (46) - (54) solve to get the following
results: , / M,
Pk _ Ui lit/. 14 -p:
L\ ki j^z- Kz {''i kj
pc _ \i (^1 \z _ \i {•■^ )
pK. 01 L, pi L i  0) L;j
Combine the above equations with equations (65), (66) and
(6 7 ) to solve for real cash balances as inputs. The solutions
obtained are:
(79) Mi _______ A p i_____ _ / M \
L  Ajj 1 + B ^ P*" /
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(80) |V].^ 6 pi M
P*- Ap, Bp-i + Cp3. \ P*-
(81) f j M
P*- Api t Bp%tLp% P“- I
Direct insertion of input solutions presented in equations
(73) - (8l) into the production functions of the model
yields the following output solutions:
(8 2 ) X r A U
Au,t Bw^tCuj J j IA pi t- j
M
( 83 ) =1”.......... 1 . .. .  ,
LAu  ^+ 6u^+Cu3 J ;
(81).) l J--- Ur. ,Uj r ; J) r C (t )u  iP
lA^i (■ftD^ + CUj J pA  ^ J 1 I Ap-
The solutions for relative prices are obtained with the help 
of equations (ij.6) - { ^ )  and the input and output solutions 
presented above. In what follows, the input and output 
solutions have not been inserted into the relative price® 
solutions to eliminate unduly lengthy expressions.
(85)
(86)
(8 7 )
(88)
R . Li 1
p. ;ii Xp. L. 1
PL k A.
L . Lî 1
pL
A. - A = pip. pu 'Xi
Li
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(89) Lut 
pL ' jl Ki
The solutions of real incomes are in order. Use 
equations (6 3 ) and (6i|.) that define absolute incomes.
Divide equations (63) and (6^J by and use the solutions 
for relative prices presented above. Note again that direct 
insertions of solutions already discussed above have not 
been made for the sake of simplicity.
(9 0 ) . . f l  . K +  CL -AC".
PL PL ^
(91) I . A, Pm ! H r
PL P_ / ?L
In order to obtain the solutions for consumption, use 
equations ($$) - (62) and several of the solutions already 
presented above. As before, note that not all necessary 
insertions are made.
(92) C = . I  +  a  - - A h i i ? ' . L
A + 6 f C + D  ' A+gi-Cfl)
(93) C,, = ^
^ A + 6 t C f D
(94) L  = Au, + Bu,tCu3 X. , a. J^ :^'
A - t B t C t P   ^ A + B i - C r P
(9<) ,.Ui _ t) r pl (AUt rBiv.tCuj) i M  j ! MT)!
Pl A t g t C + p  [_ 1A (Ap, [?Ll \ fl /J
(96) C „ =  .X, > (1-a) X,
' A + B t C + D  A + B I C H )
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(97) ( = , X t X
Ai&tCtD ^  ^ ' A+B+ C + D ^
(98) r %
A+etCfP = A+ B+C+D 4
( 99 ) A ll . I)
pL Atftl-OD
, M n ivij
J,(A[^ ,i-B|vCf.;) I f J  ' P-
The last two solutions below refer to the distribution 
of real cash balances between their uses as consumer good 
and producer good. To obtain such solutions, use equations 
(95), (99) and (71).
( 100) ^  - _______________ (A1 6 -fC)])/j ^ A p  1 ^6p ^ t Üj)____________
pL (A+BtCtD)AptJ^  (Ap^+6p^+Cuj) +J, Yi D (Au^ f Bu^ tCUjj+Ujj^ ,
Finally, use equations (71) and equation (100) to get:
(101) ^
PL '  ^ " fC'
Thus model II is presented and a set of solutions is 
obtained. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a 
comparison of the two models and interpreting comments.
Comparisons and Interpretations
There are some basic similarities as well as dissimilar­
ities between model I and model II. The basic similarities 
include that both are static, general equilibrium models of 
the Cobb-Douglas form, each model having three commodities 
and two classes of persons, i.e., the capitalists and the
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workers. Similarities between the two models have been 
encouraged so that dissimilarities could be studied more 
effectively. An important characteristic of both models is 
that a set of solutions can be obtained so that the effect 
of basic dissimilarities in the construction of the models 
could be traced in the solutions of the models.
Model I has been constructed with the basic purpose to 
be extended in order to accommodate money. Money in the 
form of real cash balances is introduced in model II which 
can be viewed as an extension of model I, In this respect, 
model I and model II have a basic dissimilarity. Model II is 
a monetary model while model I is a barter model. A question 
naturally arises. How has money in the form of real cash 
balances been introduced in model II? A simple examination 
Of the way model II has been constructed reveals that real 
cash balances are included in the production functions of 
the model as well as in the utility functions of the consumers.
The theoretical motivation for such a construction is 
the discussion in the current literature, such as Patinkin 
(1 9 6 5) and Levhari and Patinkin (1968), where money is viewed 
as a producer good or a consumer good. Perhaps a brief 
discussion of Levhari and Patinkin's ideas may prove to be of 
interest. It has been argued that the existence of cash 
balances in an economy facilitates production. Resources of 
the economy are more efficiently utilized in a monetary 
economy than a barter economy. Resources that would have to
k l
be consumed in an attempt to overcome the difficulties of a 
barter economy are efficiently utilized in a monetary 
economy. More precisely, as Levhari and Patinkin (1968) put 
it, "money is held only because it enables the economic unit 
in question to acquire or produce a larger quantity of 
commodities in the usual sense of the term" (p. 737)»
The question that arises is this: how can money
mathematically express the function attributed to it by 
monetary theory? To account for this function of cash 
balances, money is introduced as an input argument in the 
production functions of model II, This is not the most 
theoretically desirable technique. The optimum-inventory 
approach suggested by Baumol (1952) has theoretical appeal 
because when money is viewed as a producer good, it is 
indeed viewed as an inventory. However, the optimum-inven- 
tory approach is analytically more complex compared to the 
mathematically simpler approach of considering money as an 
argument in the production functions.
In addition to considering money as a producer good, 
this chapter presents an additional novelty, i.e., viewing 
money as a consumer good. Classical economists viewed money 
as a "veil" which had to be removed before the real variables 
of the economy could be studied. Money was simply a unit of 
account and a means of exchange. Because of these two 
functions of money, classical economists believed that money 
had no direct utility itself. The only utility money had
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was the indirect utility obtained from goods and services 
purchased with the help of money. It was viewed as a 
double counting to compute utility derived from real goods 
and services and utility derived from money. As Hansen (1970) 
argues, "this does not follow logically however" (p. 56). If 
utility is to be attributed to money, it will be imputed 
because of money’s function as a store of value. Real cash 
balances yield utility because of the liquidity they provide 
to their holders. As Hansen (1970) puts it, ". . • money in 
real terms is useful not only because it can be exchanged 
for useful commodities, but because it facilitates the 
process of transactions, bridges gaps between payments and 
receipts, makes unexpected purchases possible, and so forth"
(pp. 56-7). On the basis of the above theoretical grounds, 
money is introduced in the utility functions of the model.
At this point, the reader must be reminded that the 
separate discussion of money as a producer good and money as 
a consumer good should not be interpreted to imply that money 
can not be viewed as fulfilling both these roles simultaneously< 
The mathematical complexities of viewing real cash balances 
as a producer good and consumer good simultaneously have 
prevented economic theorists such as Levhari and Patinkin 
(1968) from studying the general case. It is interesting 
however to note Levhari and Patinkin’s (1968) conclusion:
"hence, a truly general model would analyze the total demand 
for money from both these viewpoints" (p. 752). It is in
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accordance with this spirit that models I and II have been 
built, i.e., to study the general case.
In addition to the theoretical arguments already 
presented above for the introduction of money in the pro­
duction and utility functions, one may give some additional 
evidence from economic history. There seems to be very 
little doubt about money’s contribution to rapid economic 
growth through extensive specialization, through saving time 
and facilitating the production and exchange of goods and 
services, and finally through adding to convenience and 
security of consumers as well as producers.
The simultaneous introduction of money as a consumer 
and as a producer good in model II allows the monetary 
theorists to study the allocation of the stock of real cash 
balances between producers and consumers. Less general 
cases could have been studied, i.e., models could have been 
developed where money is considered to be only a consumer 
good or only a producer good, but not both. The treatment 
of the general case, i.e., model II, has been preferred over 
alternative special cases.
With respect to the incomes of the two classes of 
persons, a less arbitrary assumption is made concerning the 
distribution of the stock of real cash balances. While 
capitalists still own all capital and workers all labor 
resources, cash balances are distributed between these two 
classes according to some proportion CL , Such a definition
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of incomes in model II causes dissimilarities in the consump­
tion solutions of models I and II.
An additional difference that may be pointed out 
between model I and model II is the nature of the production 
functions of the two models. In model I, the production 
functions do not include real cash balances as an argument.
In a barter economy, money is not used. Extending the 
barter economy into a monetary one, the production functions 
of model II do include real cash balances as an argument.
As a matter of fact, in a monetary economy, production 
functions could not but include real cash balances since 
production is not feasible without the use of money. So, 
once an economy is monetized, its reversal to a barter 
economy is impossible. Another basic difference between 
model I and model II is that model II has a money market 
while model I does not. Such a money market is necessary if 
solutions are to be obtained in model II. Finally, an 
important characteristic of model II only is the separation 
of ownership and use of money. The use of money by both the 
consumers and producers is not restricted by ownership of 
money. This quality that the model possesses is, of course, 
in accordance with economic reality.
Thus, the dissimilarities between model I and model II 
include (a) money as a producer good, (b) money as a consumer 
good, (c) incomes contain a portion of the stock of money 
and finally (d) money market.
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Model I and model II aa constructed and solved above 
contribute in the removal of a major criticism raised in the 
literature and more carefully elaborated in Chapter II of 
the present study. Model I describes a barter economy 
quite realistically and the existence of three commodities 
naturally creates barter difficulties since "the double 
coincidence" is not likely to occur with the same ease as in 
a two commodity barter economy or even more trivially in a 
one good economy. It is these barter difficulties that the 
introduction of money in model II attempts to remove. The 
presence of three commodities contributes to a sound 
theoretical foundation for the introduction of money. How­
ever, not all basic criticisms of modern monetary growth 
theory have been removed by the construction and solution of 
models I and II, In order to contribute to the removal of 
some of the additional criticisms, models III and XV are 
presented in the next chapter.
CHAPTER IV 
MODELS III AND IV
In this chapter, models III and IV will be developed 
and solved. Model III is a dynamic, barter, general 
equilibrium model. It is developed with the basic purpose 
of providing a theoretically sound framework for the intro­
duction of money. Such an introduction of money in a 
dynamic economy is achieved in model IV. As in Chapter III, 
the two models will be presented and solved and then 
critically compared and evaluated. In relating the two 
models of the previous chapter to the ones of the present 
chapter, it should be noted that models III and IV are 
extensions of the earlier ones. Instead of having three 
commodities, models III and IV, because of their dynamic 
nature, include two consumption goods and an investment good. 
Some fundamental differences are obvious between the models 
of the previous chapter and the present one. They are due 
to the methodological differences that are present always 
between static and dynamic models. Apart from this metho­
dological dissimilarity, the models of the last chapter and 
the models of the present chapter continue to demonstrate
i+6
the same basic Idea: the fundamentals of a model of the
introduction of money in a barter economy. Aspects of the 
models related to their stability are not discussed.
Model III
Some additional notation is necessary for the present 
model. Only notation not presented before is introduced 
below.
Variables
1 = investment good
c
^ = savings
= price of the investment good 
Parameters
n. = rate of growth of labor force 
b = proportion of capitalist’s income saved
Note that all variables are subscripted by t , where
b = time, i = 0 indicates the values of the variables at 
the beginning of the period, i,e,, the initial conditions of 
the model.
The production functions of model III are described in 
equations (1) - (3) below:
( 1 )  l c , ( t ) ) o
(2) , 0COj,i^<l
(3) I(t.V- [L,(t)]\ K,(t)>o, LjW)0,
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Observe that Cobb-Douglas production functions are 
postulated with constant returns to scale. This is in 
accordance with the preceding models.
Assume profit maximization under conditions of perfect 
competition. The first order conditions of such a profit 
maximization yield the input demand equations (4) - (9).
(4) p^(t) = P, (t) Ui
(5) (.0
(6) \  w
(7) pilk) = RLik)
Lzlb)
(8) -U) . I (t)
(9) h 1(4)(_ V y o  ^  '
Euler's theorem can easily be derived from the above 
equations. Simple algebraic manipulations yield:
(4a) t |\(t)L^tb)
(6a) \ + p.I*:)
(8a) 1(4) = ptOAi k\(Q +
Having presented the elements of the production side of 
the model, the utility functions and demand functions follow. 
Assume, as in Chapter II, that there are two persons, or two 
groups of individuals, having similar utility functions of
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the Cobb-Douglas type. Assume furthermore that only the 
capitalist saves while the worker consumes his entire 
income. More formally, these assumptions are expressed in 
the following equations£
(0 = (t)
-^12.
The budget constraints under the assumptions discussed are:
Y , ( t ) - S ( t ) =  + P , W C , , ( t )
P,(.tU„Ct) t P , ( b U , , W
Utility maximization under the budget constraint yields the 
demand functions of model III. They are presented in 
equations (10) - (13).
\ /  \  f  -i \ \  A
(10)
(11) C
(12)
2.1
m A+B
ft
A t B
A
A + B
_ 6(13) C „
"  P M  A+B
The definitions of personal incomes are similar to the ones 
of model I. More specifically they are:
(1 4) Y , W  = K(t)
(15) Y z M  " p.(t) L(t)
so
An important feature of this model is the existence of 
savings. It is postulated that savings is a proportion of 
the income of the capitalist. This is one out of several 
different savings assumptions to be found in the literature 
of economic growth.^ In general, there are two broad 
categories of savings assumptions: first, the neoclassical
assumption where savings is proportional to total income 
and second, the Cambridge assumption where capitalists save 
all their income and consumers spend all their income. The 
assumption introduced above is believed to be a more realistic 
version of the Cambridge savings assumption. It is more 
realistic because one could not expect capitalists to live 
without consuming. In general, a model postulating savings 
and consumption for both capitalists and workers would 
obviously come closer to the real world. This, however, 
would cause unnecessary mathematical complications. Further­
more, equilibrium between savings and investment is stated 
below to demonstrate the usual assumption that desired 
savings and desired investment are equal. This assumption 
is very common in the literature of neoclassical growth 
models. In such models, once a certain proportion of output 
is saved, the level of investment required to maintain the 
economy at full employment is automatically determined.
Unlike the neoclassical models, the savings equals investment
Isee for example Stiglitz and Uzawa (1969), pp. 309 -
313.
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assumption of model III needs to be interpreted differently 
because this model postulates an investment function 
described by equation (3)« All equation (1?) demonstrates 
is an equilibrium condition for income. Observe that savings 
is deflated by the price of the investment good since I(t) 
is expressed in real terras and G(t) is expressed in monetary 
terms.
(16) S (c) = ioY^  Y) 
m i
For the model to be completed, the equilibrium conditions 
in the input and output markets need to be stated. With 
respect to the output markets, equilibrium in the one market 
automatically guarantees equilibrium in the other. To 
indicate this only one equation is numbered,
(18) (t)  ^ Ci2 Y)
(18a) ^
It is important to demonstrate that Walras’ law holds 
once again, and that in particular the introduction of an 
independent investment function described by equation (3) is 
consistent with this law. Combine equations (i;a), (6a), (8a), 
(II4.), (15) and equations (19) and (20) below to obtain:
p,lt) t , h ) , t- P, ( t ) l , (U - : V (t)
On the other hand, combine equations (10) - (I3) and obtain:
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I- P,(t'iù;,(t)tC,_,(t)J ' X(t)i,i-b^ v(t)
Making use of equations (16) and (17), this last equation 
becomes:
R j ( c . ) X , , ( t ' l  C ^ 'j  t  j  +- ( t )  i ( c )  =  ' " i .  ( k )  t'
which immediately implies equation (l8a). The dynamic 
nature of the model indicates that Walras* law holds true 
for all time periods.
In the input markets, note the definition of capital, 
i.e., k'Ct) , It is the sum of capital at the beginning of 
the period, plus capital accumulated from t = 0 to present 
time L • For simplicity, capital consumption allowance is 
assumed to be zero. Furthermore, capital is assumed homo­
geneous and although technical progress could be introduced, 
since the model is built to shed some light in the intro­
duction of money rather than other aspects, it is assumed 
that there is no technical progress.
(19) K(L) . K,(l) t . K,(t)
(20) L(t'i = L,it)
(21) ic(o . K (d) 1- 1 I (.t) cit
(21a)
Note the assumption described in equation (21a). It is 
assumed that labor force grows exogeneously at a rate Yt .
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This assumption is rather usual in growth theory.
The model as described above consists of 22 unknowns 
and 21 equations. Note that L[L) , i.e., labor force at 
period L , although a variable, is not included among the 
other 22 variables since equation (21a) provides the solution 
in the form of an assumption. The unknowns of the model 
are: , K, , , Kj , K , X, , , I , ,
^  * pK * * X  * ^ 2. * ^ ' (-11 » 2^1 » Qz ' Q i  •
Let , the price of labor, be the numeraire. Before a 
set of solutions is presented, a remark is in order. To 
keep notation as simple as possible, the time subscript is 
dropped from the variables. Since the present model is a 
dynamic one, it is understood that the values of the 22 
variables stated above depend upon time. Furthermore, 
assume that the initial values of all the variables are 
given. With the above introductory comments, we embark on 
presenting a set of solutions of the model.
First, to solve for the values of the inputs rearrange 
equations (ij.a), (6a), (8a), (10) - (13), (1 4) and (15) to 
obtain the subsystem:
X,P, ' P,C„
5  . V  B
I = p^k, »
Perform the necessary algebraic operations to solve for 
K . , Kÿ * kg . These solutions are not as complicated as
the solutions of . In equations (22) - (27),
the solutions are explicitly presented.
(22) K . . K
 ^ 4 Bvî.
(2 3 ) . Bui (_1,- W . , K
Aui 4 B 
(2k) Ks= bu, K
(25) A [i - b ( ‘ - _________ L
 ^ A ( j ) i  + b ] 3 - b j , ) i -  B (]%. 4 - byjz)
(26) = ________BjL[i-b(l-i,)] ^
A (i^i + b]j - ^  1 ) t B ( }.^ t bj3 - )
(27) I  .  ■ ALA? (7-41) + Bb jj( 1-,-la) I
A ( 4 b;j3-bjj,) } B (jjz + b;j3- bjz)
Although some critical comments concerning the comparison 
of the solutions of model I and the present one will be made 
in the last section of this chapter, it is interesting to 
note the great significance of the propensity to save. From 
a mathematical standpoint, the significance of the propensity 
to save is witnessed by the presence of the coefficient b , 
i.e., the proportion of the capitalist's income saved, in all 
solutions demonstrated by equations (22) - (27). More 
interestingly, from an economic standpoint, the introduction 
of an investment output and savings (among other things) in 
model III reveals the powerful significance of the propensity 
to save, not observed in previous models. Such an economic 
significance of the propensity to save may be interpreted as
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follows. The propensity to save directly affects the 
allocation of the two inputs, i.e., capital and labor. In 
particular, the propensity to save causes a decrease in the 
proportion of inputs allocated in the production of consump­
tion outputs as indicated by equations (2 2 ), (2 3 ), (2 5 ) and 
(26), in favor of an increase in the proportion of inputs 
allocated in the production of the investment good as shown 
in equations (2if.) and (27). In general, the higher the 
propensity to save is, the smaller the proportion of inputs 
allocated in the production of consumption outputs will be 
(and consequently, the higher the proportion of inputs 
allocated in the production of the investment good). Such 
an observation is clearly in accordance with the principles 
of economic theory.
Having solved for the inputs, direct insertions of 
equations (22) - (2 7 ) in equations (1) - (3) yield the 
solutions , ^ 2. I  •
(2 8 ) =
u
( 29 ) X  _ \ I Ç_____________________\i)]
L Awi +Bu% j L A ^
(30) I = I lo U3 KJ ^ A L b /^ 3 ( 1- '^1)+ BLb I5
A ( / | i - t - - b^i) f 6 (^5.+ J
The solutions of relative prices are presented next. 
They are very simple to obtain. Use equations (I4.) - (9) and
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solve directly for relative prices. The solutions are given 
below in equations (31) - (34)» Note that insertions of 
solutions already obtained have not been made to keep the 
expressions in their simplest forms.
(3 1) -fl ,ki .
Pl A1 X 1
(32) R. r. J -
1(33) Jl. . J-i
Ü  1  [
(34) JJL . Li_
pL ' Ki
Following the solutions of relative prices are the 
solutions of relative incomes. They are necessary for the 
solutions of consumption.
(35) R -  . . K
R. ).i
(36) J L  = L
P-
Since the usual assumption of "savings equals invest­
ment" is introduced in equation (17)» the solution of savings 
is directly obtained from equations (16) and (35)»
( 37 )  ^ , K
?- L  K,
At this point, it may be interesting to check whether
the solutions of I (t) and S(t) given above satisfy equation
(17) of the model. Such a check would reveal both internal 
consistency of the model as well as correct solutions. Prom
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equation (17) obtain:
- s
Prom equation (37), solve for 5(t) and obtain:
S = p ■ b> • • --y—  • K
Thus we have:
P J ^ p . p .  -Ü'. . -L:.-. K
y  K,
Divide both sides by , use equations (33), (25), (27) and 
(22), Simple algebraic operations show that equality holds. 
Now, to obtain the solutions of consumption, use 
equations (1 0) - (I3 ) and solutions already obtained above 
to get:
A
K-) A ■+ B
6
k, A+6
■ ’■ r r  “' - A T F
Finally, in order to complete the solutions of this 
model, it is necessary to indicate the time paths of labor 
growth and capital accumulation. Direct substitutions of 
such solutions in all the solutions presented above will 
allow one to perfectly determine the value of any variable 
at fiiny time t » The path of labor growth has already been 
assumed to be that of an exponential growth. For convenience, 
it is reproduced below:
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(42) L ( t ' ) = L { o ) e
The path of capital accumulation needs to be solved for.
Since it is fairly complicated to find, the complete set of 
derivations is presented.
Prom equation (21) it is obtained that:
( ^
K(t] - K(ü]t \  ^  ^= variable of integration
0
Substitute the solution of I(t') obtained in equation (30); 
furthermore, substitute L ( t )  by its equivalent in equation
(42).
K(t)=
k(t>) +
Let
L (o) t
AW,(,:4 ,K 6W,U:M L(o)f’ (fK(fl
•I.
G  = ( w . f  L(o)j ■
i A(Ài
Hence the last equation becomes:
ft U3
K(t) = k(o) 4 t  I [k(?)] e
■^0
Differentiate both sides with respect to t .
k'(0 = Cr[ Mof
Divide by [K(^ )]  ^ and integrate, |^ K(^ )j 5^ 0.
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1-u,
[Kit)]’"' [K(o)j
1-Hi 1"Uj
1-U3
K(kl| =
[K(o]j
1 -'Ui
n j -a
1-Uj
n.)
Thus :
(43) K ( Q  = '
1-Ui
[K(o)] + 1 1 1 ^  
nj;
and equivalently.
-  ylj p HAit -1 —
(43a) K(t)= [ K(0)'  ^ - ')j ^
Some economic interpretations are in order for a better 
understanding of model III. This model is a dynamic, general 
equilibrium model with two consumption goods and an invest­
ment good. Unlike neoclassical growth models, model III 
explicitly postulates an investment function. It has been 
shown that Walras’ law holds true for all time periods and 
that total output is in equilibrium, A question naturally 
arises. Is such an output equilibrium a full employment 
equilibrium? The answer is provided by the solutions of the 
model. Observe that all solutions refer to some period of 
time t . Obviously, the solutions (25), (26) and (2?) 
indicate that the proportions of labor force allocated to the 
production of the three outputs add to give 1. Thus, model
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III is a full employment model.
Furthermore, one may ask about the nature of the growth 
paths of the variables of the model. A detailed presentation 
of such growth paths for the 22 variables is not shown, not 
only because of the complexity of the expressions, but also 
because it lies beyond the scope of this thesis. Recall that 
emphasis is given to a meaningful integration of real and 
monetary growth models rather than to a full presentation of 
a real growth theory. All the details, however, for a 
discussion of growth paths are available. The basic exogenous 
force of growth is provided by the growth of labor force 
postulated by equation (21a). Assuming full employment, the 
growth of labor determines the growth path of the worker's 
income since the wage rate has been postulated to be main­
tained fixed, playing the role of the economy's numeraire. 
Also, labor force causes partially the growth of the three 
outputs according to the proportion of its allocation.
However, the most interesting growth effect of the labor 
force is the effect labor force has on capital accumulation. 
The growth path of capital is determined directly by the 
influence which the labor force's growth has on the invest­
ment function. Naturally, the determination of capital's 
growth path is subject to two basic constraints: Walras'
law and the "savings equals investment" assumption. So, 
once the "right" rate of growth of capital is determined, 
capital growth (endogeneously determined) and labor growth
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(exogenously determined) help determine the growth paths of 
the remaining variables. Note that the simplicity of growth 
paths Observed in simple neoclassical growth models where 
all variables grow at the same rates, i.e., stationary states, 
is not present in model III. Growth rates vary and in 
general are determined by the rate of growth of labor, the 
rate of growth of capital, savings coefficient and all the 
remaining parameters of the model. Equipped with such a 
powerful tool, the analysis proceeds to model IV.
Model IV
The analysis of this chapter continues with the presen­
tation and solution of the dynamic general equilibrium model 
with money. This model is considered to be the most complete 
model of the dissertation; and former models, although con­
tributing in themselves, were built as preliminary steps to 
the construction of model IV.
The production sector of model IV consists of two 
consumption goods and an investment good. This is similar 
to model III. The difference between model III and the 
present model is the introduction of real cash balances in 
the production functions and utility functions. The 
theoretical issues of money viewed as a producer good and 
consumer good have been touched upon in Chapter III. More 
formally, the production functions of the model are:
(ii4) X,w-- [ K,m ) [L,(0|
pjt)
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)z Mz(U'
p a o "
i><t) ;,
The usual assumptions of positive inputs, positive elasticities 
of outputs with respect to inputs and constant returns to 
scale are retained. Profit maximization under perfectly 
competitive market structure yields the following first order 
conditions :
(47) ( t) = (t). 111 KiM • %i(k)
(48) pL l*^)  ^ W L,(t) ' X, (I]
(49) Hi • M>) 1
pultlJ
■ Xi(t)
(50) PK^n =
(51) pjt) = P2_(l) Ljt)
(52) p ^ N  = pi X,IL]
(53) 'ü^ • Kb]
(54) A3U(0 . U K
(55) M3M)(L)
PlU)J
. Kb]
Following the pattern established in previous models.
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Euler’s theorem when applied in this model yields:
(47a) P, (0 ï,[t) - k,(t') + p^(t) L^(t) t p„(t)
(50a) pjtl y t) + p„W
M3(t)(53a) P}(0 1 (t) = p|<(U Kj(b) f p^ (t) Lj(t) t
pat)
Having presented the basic elements of the production 
side of the model, a discussion of the consumption side of 
the model follows. Note that the utility function includes 
real cash balances as one of the arguments. The introduction 
of money in the utility function has been discussed in 
Chapter III and similar arguments hold true in the present 
model. Note also that only one utility function is postu­
lated instead of two as was the case in the previous models. 
The idea behind this change is purely computational. The 
introduction of money in a rather large and complex model 
such as model III presents difficult computations. 
Theoretically, not very important information is lost by 
considering the special case of a classless society, in 
particular since the purpose of model IV is to provide a 
meaningful dynamic integration rather than to study the 
relative shares of the society’s different classes. The new 
notation needed is the following:
= aggregate consumption of i^^ output; i = 1,2 
0  = aggregate utility 
Y  = total income
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M— - = total cash balances viewed as a consumption good
Pl
On the basis of the above, the utility function postu­
lated in model IV is of the form:
u - [ c . w r [ t . w f i s
To derive the demand functions, the above utility 
function needs to be maximized under the budget constraint 
stated below.
where:
K(t)
p u t)  J
(56) S ( t ) = W Y ( 0I
Two remarks are in order at this point. First, observe 
that not all total income is spent on consumption. A propor­
tion of total income is saved and the savings function is 
explicitly postulated in equation (56). Second, the process 
of maximizing aggregate utility under the budget constraint 
to obtain demand functions is not entirely necessary. It 
contributes to the completeness of the model but also might 
be criticized along the conceptual lines of the existence of 
such a social utility function.
If the reader has serious objections against the process 
of maximizing social utility under the given constraint in 
order to obtain the demand functions described in equations 
(57) - (59), then he may want to consider equations (57) -
(59) as being postulated rather than derived. This is a very 
usual approach in the growth theory literature*
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The demand functions are: 
(57) C, ( t ) . — A-
P,(t) A+Btp
(58) c,(t', = 11-M-ïfe). _JL__
PJt) A-tB+D
(59) M ) H X i i V  _,_1
PL(t) (t) A + 6t P
Total income is defined next. According to this 
definition, total money income is the sum of the yields 
received from the services of the capital stock, the services 
of the labor force and the services of total real cash 
balances. It is assumed that all inputs are homogeneous so 
that their total quantities could be measured and their 
monetary values would be meaningful,
(60) p,tt) ^
Following the definition of income is the usual equilibrium 
condition stating that desired investment is equal to desired 
savings,
(61) I (t).
Pj(t)
The presentation of model IV is near completion. Equi­
librium conditions need to be stated to fully complete the 
model. Previous discussions should facilitate the meaning of 
the following three types of equilibrium conditions.
First, equilibrium on Output Markets;
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( 6 2 )  = C 1 ( t)
(62a) Xj,(L) = C,(b)
Second, equilibrium in Input Markets;
( 6 3 ) K (L) = K^(bl ■+ kzjb) K^ lfc)
( 6 4 )  L ( L )  = L , ( W  ^ ^ L s d )
( 6 g )  ^
pjt) ' Pl (d  pal) pat)
Third, equilibrium conditions in the Money Market;
(66) T M ( fc) M ( t )
pat) ■ pat) pat) 
(67) R, it) . p^tt)
It seems worthwhile to establish Walras* law once again. 
This is both mathematically and economically desirable. 
Mathematically, the demonstration of Walras* law, is shown 
to hold, establishes the truth of equation (62a). Economically, 
Walras * law establishes the consistency of the equilibrium 
conditions of the model. Such a property if particularly 
desirable in the present model which is very complex.
To show that Walras* law holds true, use equations (ij.7a), 
(50a)» (53a)» (6 3 ) - (65) and (60) to obtain (note that the 
subscript h has been dropped);
Add to both sides of the above expression -) r make use 
of equation (6?) and obtain:
w  p,(,• • p - p r
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On the other hand, combine equations (57) - (59) to get 
the following expression:
Use equation (62) to rewrite this last expression as
P,X, t P , C , ^  ?,{f)
Finally, make use of equations (56) and (61) to get:
p,i = Y
Obviously, equations (*) and (**) imply equation (62a).
The above verifies that Walras* law holds true.
The dynamic nature of the model requires some assumptions 
concerning the growth of inputs. Presently, it is assumed 
that labor grows exponentially at a rate of ru per period of 
time and that also the money supply grows exponentially at a 
rate of p. per period of time. Assumptions of this nature 
are not too restrictive and have been widely used in the 
current literature. No assumption has been made concerning 
the growth of capital. Capital accumulation will be deter­
mined within the context of solutions of the model. Alge­
braically, the assumptions can be stated as follows:
(67) = L(0)
(68) A P ) .
PJll Pl (0)
(69) !<{()= k ( o ) +  K b ^ t
•'/I
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Assume that all initial values are known. The model consists 
of 27 equations and 28 unknowns. Use as a numeraire.
The unknowns are (note that the subscript t is dropped):.
L , ,  L ,  ,  L ,  ,  L  ,  ,  K , ,  K ,  M , ,  ,  M ,  ,  M  ,
'  I  '  Y  » S  » 1^1 * ^  ^  ^  ' pk '■ '
* M  » M j  •
The solutions of model IV are a little complicated.
The dynamic nature of the model is not the only reason. The 
complications of model II, caused mainly by the introduction 
of an independent investment function in an already large 
general equilibrium model, are multiplied in model IV by the 
introduction of money.
To proceed with the discussion and presentation of 
solutions, a convenient point of departure is the solutions 
of input allocation in the production of two consumption 
goods and the investment good.
Use Euler's equations (i;7a), (50a), (53a) and equations 
(I4.7 ) - (62a) to obtain the following basic expressions:
BbKi A b kz AB k)
A+6+D
BbLi _ Ab L2. AB
AtBfD ;h
«I.IM A 8 « )
Hi A+B+P H3
Use equations {6 3 ) - (65) and perfomn the necessary 
algebraic manipulations to obtain the following input
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solutions. Note that throughout the presentation of solutions, 
the subscript t has been dropped to simplify the expressions.
(70) K. = ------------   -  . K
(71) 1<9 = _________......— ....
Avii + 6Wi+ b Uj (A+6+D)
K
(72) Kg =
A'Uit 6i/i+ kU) (A+Bf D)
A \ 1(73) L, = ------------ llA l----------------- L
 ^ + b/l3(A+Bi-i))
(74) Li = ...... ^    L
A^ i t b ( A+ B-t-D)
(75) Lg = WslAtB+D)_____  L
A)i t 6^2+ b;|)(Af5+D)
( 76 )  M l  _ _   A  H i  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ü ' . , .
p L  A  p i  +  6  p i .
(77) _Lk , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Pl Aj^i  + B  p i  + i o i - / } ( A - » 8 t P )  pL
(7 8) 'Mj bpil A+6 +D) M
pL Ap., +  6 p5 + (A46+D) pL
Two remarks are appropriate at this point. They refer 
to the input solutions. First, observe the significance of 
the propensity to save b> . Mathematically, it sufficies to 
indicate the presence of the savings coefficient 4 in all 
solutions. Economically, savings reduces total income spent 
for consumption which directly reduces the demand for the
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two consumption goods and indirectly it reduces the demand 
for inputs used in the production of these two consumption 
goods. Furthermore, the assumption of an independent 
investment function and the equality of investment with 
savings once again economically justifies the significant 
role of the savings coefficient.
Second, observe that the introduction of money in the 
form of real cash balances in model IV affected the input 
solutions. Mathematically, the elasticity of utility of 
money viewed as a consumption good is present in all input 
solutions. More interestingly, from an economic standpoint, 
the demand for money viewed as a consumption good directly 
affects the demand for the other two consumption goods and 
indirectly the input allocation solutions are also affected. 
Obviously, then, model IV demonstrates a meaningful integra­
tion of real growth theory and monetary theory, where 
solutions are definitely affected by the presence of real 
cash balances.
Having presented and discussed the input solutions, the 
remaining solutions follow relatively easily.
With respect to output solutions, direct insertions of 
equations (7 0 ) - (?8) into equations - (ij.6) yield
equations (79) - (8l).
(79)X,= Au,K 1 r AjiL
(80) X^=
(81) I
r EbiK f
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"r V Hz.
h h  (A-tE<>D)L 3)_____ _____ k)h(A48fD)(%|T'
6Ui+t>Ui(A+6r^ J  B^>[^j-^b^3(A+6fDj
The solutions for relative prices are rather simple. 
Make use of equations (Lf.7) - (55) to obtain the following 
expressions. Note that these expressions are not in final 
form since direct insertions of solutions already obtained 
above have not been made to eliminate unnecessary long and 
messy formulae.
(82
(83
(8k
(85 
(86
Pk Ln
pL )l K,
pM M> Li
p. À I p, J
R _ L” 1
Pu A, Xi
R L . 1
PL h X.
P3 L.3 1
id I
Furthermore, by equations (67) and (83), the relative price 
of real cash balances viewed as a consumer good is
(87) J ± .   ^ J±L-
( ^ )
The solutions already obtained above immediately deter­
mine the total income solution:
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(88) Y 'Ui L, • k + L> +
5. K ,  ( ! - ' )  Pup u  .rtl  l \ i  7 l 1  I — ' !  I L
Having obtained the total income solution, the savings
solution immediately follows.
(89) ..S.-. bf«l,.U.K+ L 
Pl- _ K 1
ir
P.
At this point, it may be interesting to check whether 
the solutions of 1 (0  and S(t) given above satisfy 
equation (61), Such a check would reveal both internal 
consistency of the model as well as correct solutions. From 
equation (6l) obtain
P 3 I  = S
From equation (8 9 ), solve for S and obtain
r
Oil
1—> 1 Ml
tc + L  +
If)
L,
Pu
R.
S =  p . b
Thus, we have
Divide both sides by , use equations (86), (73), (75), 
(7 1 ) and (7 6). Use needs also to be made of equation (93) 
presented below. Rather complicated algebraic manipulations 
show that equality holds.
Now to obtain the solutions for consumption, use 
equations (57) - (59) and solutions already obtained above 
to get:
'Ui K + J l.. L r Mr
L, I Ml 
I p. J
(91) C.,
Ai 6 + 1)
73
 ^ '\'L , Hz- i
Kl U [ f ]  Pu J
(92) -M _ ( 1 -H)D r '^1 kjL.k.). L i. M l
PL A + G + D )i K, Ai Pu
Pew steps remain for the model to be fully solved. The 
solution of the proportion of the total money supply that is 
allocated to the use of money as an input is given below.
To obtain this solution, use equations (65) and (66) and 
solutions expressed in equations (7 0 ), (73) and (76).
(93) M  [A+ 6 + D-(l-b) Pj[ A(^ i t
Pl (^1“l=)i^[Au,+BUi+bUi(A+6+l>)f A^']i+l^j.+ bj|j(At8+D)] pL
or equivalently,
(93a) J i . -  F J i l  
Pl ' Pi
where
F =
L A +  6 +  D - ( i - l o ) A p i ' * '  B p 2.+ (a <■ BtDjj
A+ôt D -I-(1 -b) d[Au, 1 b U j  (AtBtD) -t A ^ , + i^-3 (At (3 + 0) ] 
Naturally, the solution of the proportion of money used as a 
consumer good is
( 9 W  M l  _
Pi Pi Pi
The solution of capital accumulation will complete the 
set of solutions. Since it is rather involved, a detailed 
presentation of this solution follows.
From equation (69) it is obtained that;
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k ( t )  = K (c>) + j
Substitute the solution of 1(4^  obtained in equation (83); 
furthermore, substitute L ( 0  and -Ml— — by its equivalent
R-(t)
in equations (68) and (69) after making use of equation (93a).
k W =  K(0)+
Lot
H =
r b)Ui(AfBtD) K(l)
Uj
b>/l3(AtB+D)Llo)c.
, 1 Au, f-BUz^ +bUilAiBfl)) Ap,^ 6p2+l3|jj(At5M>)
h,
i]
~ IdU^IA+B+D) b)3(A43+D)L(o)'^3 f ^ 3  (A+BtD) F
A'U^ +Bug. t bu ^ ( A+B+D) 8 )^2+ by)3 (A+6tI>) A[4i+B[^ 2+k'|^ }(A-*BfCi pjo)..
Hence, the last equation becomes
-/p
Differentiate both sides with respect to b
rt.). . [ K t n l ' e ' " " ' ' " "
Divide by  ^ assuming [ ^ 0 and integrate
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f  K a ) ]
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Thus:
(95)
Having obtained equation (95)» some interpreting 
comments are in order.
First, observe that by letting enough time elapse, the 
rate of growth of capital denoted by becomes:
(96) cf - H H;
^ ' 1 -'U3 4  P3
This rate of growth is very characteristic. As one 
might have expected, the rate of growth of capital is deter­
mined by the rate of growth of the labor force and the rate 
of growth of the money supply, as well as the elasticities 
of investment with respect to labor and money viewed as an 
input. Naturally, capital accumulation is determined by the 
independent investment function where the two elasticities 
mentioned first appeared. The dependence of the rate of 
growth of capital on the rate of monetary expansion, among 
other things, is of particular interest. It establishes 
once again the importance of money in a dynamic economy. 
Furthermore, equation (97) clearly indicates that increases 
in the rate of monetary expansion cause increases in the 
rate of capital accumulation.
(97) = — — ------)  0
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Second, the reader should note that a well known result 
of neoclassical growth theory is present in model IV. This 
result refers to the fact that the savings coefficient b 
does not appear in equation (96). This implies that the 
proportion of income saved does not affect the rate of 
capital accumulation. This is consistent with the findings 
of neoclassical growth theory.^
Third, it is of interest to study the rate of growth of 
investment. Denote such a rate by * Once again, if 
enough time is allowed to elapse, the rate of growth of 
investment would become
where is the rate of growth of capital allocated in the
investment good industry. But since the allocation of capital 
stock in the investment good industry is a fixed proportion 
of total capital stock, is given by equation (99).
(99)
Inserting equation (99) into equation (98), the latter 
becomes:
gr = ^ + PH3
Very simple algebraic manipulations yield
(101) a  ^
2
A useful reference may be Brems (1968; chapter lt-6).
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which means that the rate of growth of investment is equal
to the rate of growth of capital. This result is not only
aesthetically beautiful but also economically meaningful 
since it establishes the long run stability of the model, 
Finally, one may study the rate of growth of the two 
consumption goods. This is particularly interesting in view 
of the fact that economies grow in order to guarantee to 
their members, in the long run, high levels of consumption. 
Since all output produced by both the two consumption goods 
is consumed, the rate of growth of denoted by and
the rate of growth of denoted by are given by:
(102) gc, =gx,
(103) go, =gx,
where and denote the rate of growth of and Xy
respectively. Allowing for sufficiently long time to elapse.
and Cj ^ are given by
(1014.) 4 |(.^  t  /X-i P- ^
( 10$ ) C? z ^^ 2. ^   ^ -^1 P- (' f
0 c
where
(106) û ^  q -
O M  Î-Uj
Observe that once again the rate of growth of the money
supply plays an important role in determining the growth rates
of the two consumption goods.
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Comparisons and Interpretations
Models III and IV have both similarities and dissimilar­
ities. In general, the basic similarity is that they both 
are dynamic, general equilibrium models. In particular, both 
models consist of three productive sectors, two of which 
produce two different consumer goods and a third sector 
producing an investment good. These two models are complete 
in the sense that output demand functions are derived from 
constrained utility maximization instead of simply being 
postulated bo be of a certain form. Also, input demand 
functions are derived from unconstrained profit maximization 
under conditions of perfect competition. A savings function 
is postulated in both models which in conjunction with the 
investment function provides the stimulus for economic growth.
The basic dissimilarity stems from introducing money. 
Model III is a real dynamic general equilibrium model while 
model IV is a monetary dynamic general equilibrium one. The 
introduction of money in model III is achieved by considering 
real cash balances to be a consumer as well as a producer 
good. So, real cash balances enter both the utility functions 
as well as the production functions. Hence, a basic dis­
similarity between model III and model IV is that real cash 
balances are assumed to be an argument of the utility and 
production functions of model IV while such an assumption is 
not made in model III. Such an assumption is crucial because 
the introduction of real cash balances in the utility and
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production functions further generates demand functions for 
real cash balances viewed as an input and viewed as an out­
put. Clearly then, model IV is larger and closer to inter­
preting economic reality where undoubtedly money is demanded 
for the services it renders to both producer and consumer.
As a result of introducing real cash balances in model 
IV, a monetary market is developed to describe the monetary 
behavior of the model. In particular, it is postulated that 
the price of real cash balances used as a consumer good and 
the price of real cash balances used as a producer good must 
be equal if equilibrium is to be achieved. This is in 
accordance with orthodox economic theory.
An interesting question arises at this point. With 
respect to the monetary sector of model IV, how can absolute 
prices be determined? Recall that solvability of model IV 
required the reduction of the number of variables by one.
The approach followed was suggested by previous models where 
the wage rate was chosen to play the role of the numeraire.
A different approach, however, could have been followed. 
Orthodox economic theory has long postulated that monetary 
magnitudes can be determined by making use of the "Quantity 
Theory of Money". The author has researched this possibility 
in both model II and model IV. The main shortcoming of 
introducing in these models a "quantity theory of money" 
equation is the magnitude of the models. More specifically, 
recall that a quantity theory of money equation requires the
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exact enumeration of transactions taking place at a given 
period of time. Such an enumeration is not simple to obtain, 
even in an economy with three goods and two persons. The 
difficulty, however, of introducing a quantity theory of 
money equation does not reduce the contribution of models 
II and IV since the determination of absolute prices is not 
very crucial in models of the introduction of money in barter 
economies. At this early stage of economic research in this 
field of study, a theoretically satisfactory integration of 
barter and monetary theories precedes the derivation of 
operationally meaningful theorems concerning different 
aspects of the model.
A final dissimilarity between models III and IV lies in 
the way incomes are defined. Unlike the definitions of 
income in model III, which do not consider any income 
generated by the money stock, the definitions of income in 
model IV do contain the money stock of the economy as an 
argument.
Having presented a brief discussion on the similarities 
and dissimilarities of the models of this chapter, some 
interpretations are in order. Note that several interpreting 
comments followed the presentation of the models. It seems 
rather impossible to exhaust all angles of interpretations, 
particularly in rich models such as the present two. All 
that is intended here is to bring the attention of the 
reader to some crucial points, thus stimulating further
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valuable insights into these models.
The basic purpose of the two models is to establish an 
integration of real growth theory and monetary theory at a 
level higher than that of models I and II. Such a higher 
level is the dynamic nature of the integration as compared 
to the static integration of Chapter III. A dynamic 
integration of real growth theory and monetary theory is of 
course desirable because it represents economic reality more 
faithfully than a static integration.
The main force of growth in model III is the growth of 
labor which, through an investment-savings machanisra, causes 
capital accumulation which in turn, associated with labor 
growth and the investment-savings mechanism, generates growth 
to all the remaining variables of the model. All these are 
under conditions of constrained utility maximization and 
unconstrained perfectly competitive profit maximization. All 
solutions of the variables of model III are illustrated and 
are indicative of the complexities observed in real economies. 
The solutions as presented illustrate the relationships that 
exist among the variables and parameters of the model at some 
given moment of time. No further manipulations of the 
solutions are made since the main purpose is to establish 
solvability as the main property of the model rather than 
any other property. Having achieved the development of a 
consistent, realistic and solvable model, the analysis 
proceeded by introducing money in model III.
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The introduction of money in model IV along the lines 
of considering real cash balances as both a consumer and 
producer good helped establish a meaningful integration of 
real growth theory and monetary theory. This integration is 
meaningful because money is a variable which affects all the 
solutions of the model. Money is not simply a veil but a 
very important variable. The fact that all monetary 
variables of model IV are expressed in terms of a numeraire 
demonstrates that money affects relative magnitudes rather 
than only absolute levels of prices as classical economists 
have argued.
Most interestingly, labor and monetary growth now 
become the great engine transmitting growth. Both labor 
growth and monetary expansion, with the help of the 
investment-savings mechanism, determine the rate of capital 
accumulation, which in turn, associated with labor and 
monetary expansion, stimulate growth to all the variables 
of the model. Thus a further step towards a meaningful 
integration of monetary and real growth theory is achieved 
in Chapter IV by demonstrating such an integration at a 
dynamic level.
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION
The present chapter addresses itself to presenting the 
conclusions of this dissertation. The reader must be 
reminded that this study had a twofold purpose: first, to
critically evaluate monetary growth theory and, second, to 
construct models with the introduction of money into barter 
economies. Both aspects of the dissertation’s purpose are 
quite broad in content. Though the discussion on the 
research’s scope, presented in Chapter I, helped define, as 
well as narrow down, the range of study, one may still argue 
that the research territory remains quite extensive. A 
systematic study of this extensive research territory leads 
to a rich harvest of theoretical results. It is not difficult 
to explain the number and nature of results. In essence, 
this dissertation is an essay in the methodology of monetary 
growth theory. It is not confined within the existing 
paradigm. It essentially attempts to demonstrate a different 
angle for tackling the theoretical puzzles, most of which 
monetary growth theory inherited from the still unresolved 
controversy of the integration of value theory and monetary
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theory. In other words, the richness of results is due to 
the new way of looking at the old Issues and the reexamina­
tion of unsolved problems from the methodological standpoint 
presented in this research. The author believes that the 
present research has succeeded in providing a meaningful 
integration of monetary and real growth theory and that many 
issues can be resolved if use is made of the methodology 
suggested in this dissertation. A complete list of all 
results is impossible. The main conclusions, however, are 
presented below to be followed by suggestions for further 
research.
Contribution
The detailed critique presented in Chapter II contributes 
to understanding the main theoretical issues of monetary 
growth theory. The question "how is money introduced in a 
real economy" that monetary growth theory attempts to answer 
is indeed a very difficult question. It calls for a 
theoretical integration of real growth theory and monetary 
theory. Such an integration has been attempted in the 
current economic literature and the critical evaluation of 
this literature concludes that the results are neither 
theoretically sound nor empirically meaningful. Again, the 
methodological critique of monetary growth theory in Chapter 
II contributes to raising several points. Two points, however, 
are far superior in importance as far as the contribution of 
this thesis is concerned. These are the following.
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First, it is shown that no theoretically sound integra­
tion of monetary theory and real growth theory can be 
achieved by attempting to introduce money into one good real 
growth models. A real growth model that consists of only 
one, or even two, goods does not suffer from any sort of 
barter inefficiencies. Consequently, the introduction of 
money in such models is arbitrary and theoretically 
unjustifiable. Hence, one main contributing point is the 
result that economic models built for the porpose of being 
used for introducing money into them should include at 
least three goods.
Second, it has been argued that the theoretically 
important function of money is that of being a store of 
value. The prerequisite for money to perform this function 
is future uncertainty. In an economy with perfect economic 
foresight, money is reduced simply to a means of exchange 
and a unit of account with no meaningful economic role. So, 
an additional result of Chapter II is the suggestion that 
uncertainty needs to be introduced in real growth models if 
they are to be used to study the role of money in a growing 
economy.
Motivated by a deeper understanding of the theoretical 
requisites for a meaningful integration of monetary and real 
growth theory, part II of this study is devoted to the 
presentation of four models. Again, many interesting results 
follow from these four models. However, two contributing
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points deserve most attention. These are the following.
First, the dissertation contributes to a better under­
standing of what may be called a "static integration of 
monetary and value theory." The two models of Chapter III 
illustrate a theoretically sound synthesis of barter and 
monetary economies. Both models are general equilibrium 
models. They are static and contain three goods. Model I 
shows that a three good barter economy, with producers 
maximizing profits and consumers maximizing utility, reaches 
a static equilibrium. The existence of three goods justifies 
the claim that a barter economy is inefficient. Model II 
removes this inefficiency by introducing money. Such intro­
duction of money is theoretically sound because money is 
viewed as both a consumer good and a producer good. The 
introduction of money in both the utility and the production 
functions of model II affect almost all solutions of this 
model. Solutions of models I and II, when compared, clearly 
indicate that money in model II is an essential variable with 
far-reaching effects. The completeness, simplicity and 
solvability of models I and II definitely contribute to a 
static integration of monetary and value theory. Detailed 
inspection of the construction, analysis and solutions of 
these two models undoubtedly uncovers many other contributing 
points. But the static integration of monetary and value 
theory remains methodologically the foremost contributing 
aspect of part II.
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Second, part II presents a dynamic integration of 
monetary and real growth theory. Realizing that static 
integration is not sufficient, models III and IV are 
developed to study the methodology of a dynamic integration. 
The models are general equilibrium with output demand 
functions derived from utility maximization and input demand 
functions derived from profit maximization. The complexity 
of such models is not allowed to become an obstacle to 
penetrating the hidden relationships of a dynamic economy. 
After a dynamic economy is constructed with two consumption 
goods and an investment good, a set of solutions is obtained 
to illustrate the solvability of the models. The existence 
of three goods justifies the claim of barter inefficiency 
which motivates the introduction of money. Again, such an 
introduction of money is achieved by considering money not 
simply as a means of exchange and a unit of account but, 
more importantly, as a consumer and producer good. 
Mathematically, this way of looking at money is demonstrated 
by including money as an argument in the production and 
utility functions. This causes direct, as well as indirect, 
effects on the solutions of the model which demonstrate that 
money is a very integral variable of the model. Needless to 
say, a detailed study of the presentation, construction and 
solutions of models III and IV reveals very interesting 
results. However, the second most significant aspect of the 
contributing role of part II is the dynamic integration of
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monetary and real growth theory.
Some Unresolved Issues
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a brief 
discussion of some of the more significant unresolved issues 
in the area of monetary growth theory. This discussion will 
enable the reader to develop a better perspective in 
evaluating the contribution of this dissertation. Furthermore, 
the reader may be motivated in researching some of the 
unresolved issues himself.
The critical elaboration of the present day foundations 
of monetary growth theory, as illustrated in Chapter II, 
shows that a theoretically sound and empirically meaningful 
approach seems to be the stochastic, dynamic, general 
equilibrium method. A stochastic, dynamic, general equilibrium 
approach to monetary growth theory consists of several 
building blocks. First, a static, barter, general equilibrium 
construction with more than two goods has to be developed 
and then money has to be introduced in it. Second, the 
static, barter, general equilibrium model has then to be 
dynamized. This is usually achieved by postulating labor 
growth and an investment-savings mechanism. In such a 
dynamic, barter, general equilibrium model, money needs to 
be introduced and its effects carefully studied. Finally, 
the dynamic, barter, general equilibrium model should be 
transformed to become a stochastic rather than a deterministic 
one. Mathematically, this can be done by assuming stochastic
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functional dependence with postulated distributions of the 
error terms. Economically, such a stochastic barter 
dynamic contruction would illustrate the functioning of a 
barter economy with imperfect foresight, i.e., uncertainty. 
In such a barter stochastic dynamic model, money needs to be 
introduced and once this is achieved, monetary growth theory 
could claim its first theoretical triumph for integrating 
monetary theory and real growth theory in the most 
theoretically satisfactory way. The reader has undoubtedly 
detected that the first two building blocks, i.e., static 
and dynamic integration of theories, are laid down in this 
dissertation. The stochastic dynamic general equilibrium 
integration remains to be done.
Furthermore, it can be argued that a stochastic dynamic 
general equilibrium synthesis should not be considered the 
final goal of monetary growth theory. Actually, it is only 
the beginning of a new approach. In particular, once such a 
synthesis is achieved, a great deal of research effort 
should be devoted to manipulations of the models in order to 
better understand all the relationships involved. The 
synthetic and solvable nature of the models would allow a 
detailed investigation of the properties of the theoretical 
synthesis and its ability to explain and solve theory and 
policy issues. Equipped with a thorough understanding of 
the methodological foundations and properties of the inte­
gration of monetary growth theory, economists will have to
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attack what seems today to be the ultimate theoretical goal - 
an abstract construction of a stochastic, dynamic, general 
equilibrium economy - rather than one that is of the Cobb- 
Douglas form. Paced with such an extraordinary task, the 
theoretical economist cannot help but feel highly stimulated 
and challenged.
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